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Bb Clarinets n.a.=not available

Standard LP-Pro LP-Studio LP -Soloist

Buffet Prodige Student Clarinet $955 $1.095 $1.195 n.a.

Buffet Prodige Student Clarinet for Small hand (LP-Model) n.a. $1.295 n.a. n.a.

Buffet Premium Student Clarinet $599 $799 $899 n.a.

Buffet E 11 $1.580 $1.830 $1.980 n.a.

Buffet E 12 F $1.922 $2.172 $2.322 n.a.

Buffet E 13 Outfit $2.840 $3.090 $3.240 n.a.

Buffet E 13 $2.940 $3.190 $3.340 n.a.

Buffet Limite $2.840 $3.090 $3.240 n.a.

Buffet R 13 wood Nickel-plated 200$ cashback until 31.12.16 $3.531 $3.881 $4.121 $4.501

Buffet R 13 GL Nickel-plated 200$ cashback until 31.12.16 $3.531 $3.881 $4.121 $4.501

Buffet R 13 wood Silver-plated 200$ cashback until 31.12.16 $3.992 $4.342 $4.582 $4.962

Buffet R 13 GL Silver plated  200$  cashback until 31.12.16 $3.992 $4.342 $4.582 $4.962

Buffet R 13 GL Silver plated Demo  $3.650 $4.000 $4.350 $4.700

Buffet Tradition nickel-plated keys $4.226 $4.576 $4.816 $5.196

Buffet Tradition silver-plated keys $4.489 $4.839 $5.079 $5.459

Buffet R 13 Prestige wood silver plated keys $6.398 $6.748 $6.988 $7.368

Buffet RC wood or Greenline $4.657 $5.007 $5.247 $5.627

Buffet Vintage $4.657 $5.007 $5.247 $5.627

Buffet Vintage with lef thand F $4.597 $4.947 $5.187 $5.567

Buffet Festival wood $4.520 $4.870 $5.110 $5.490

Buffet Festival Greenline $4.520 $4.870 $5.110 $5.490

Buffet RC Prestige $6.522 $6.872 $7.112 $7.492

Buffet Tosca wood $7.510 $7.860 $8.100 $8.480

Buffet Tosca Greenline $7.510 $7.860 $8.100 $8.480

Buffet Devine $8.137 $8.487 $8.727 $9.107

Buffet Elite (limited supply) $7.510 $7.860 $8.100 $8.480

Schreiber Aura L&P covered holes $3.338 $3.338 n.a. n.a.

Orsi Metal clarinet $3.990 $4.340 n.a. n.a.

Selmer Protege $1.721 $2.021 $2.221 $2.621

Selmer-Paris Presence Bb $3.075 $3.425 $3.665 n.a.

Selmer-Paris Presence  left Eb lever $3.275 $3.625 $3.865 n.a.

Selmer-Paris St.Louis $4.688 $5.038 $5.278 $5.658

Selmer-Paris Signatuer Bb $4.866 $5.216 $5.456 $5.836

Selmer-Paris Recital Bb $4.866 $5.216 $5.456 $5.836

Selmer-Paris Privilege Bb $5.442 $5.792 $6.032 $6.412
Yamaha Small hand $1.425 $1.775 n.a. n.a.
Yamaha YCL CSG SEV $2.745 $3.095 $3.335 $3.715
Yamaha CSG h $2.775 $3.125 $3.365 $3.745
Yamaha Ask for our other Yamahainstruments

We also offer a wide range of preowned, used and Demo instruments 

3 Years full L&P warranty



A-Clarinet n.a.=not available

Standard LP-Pro LP-Studio LP -Soloist

Buffet E11 Silver $2.039 $2.389 $2.629 $3.009

Buffet E 13 $3.518 $3.868 $4.108 $4.488

Buffet R 13 wood Nickel ! 200  cashback until 31.12.2016 $4.286 $4.636 $4.876 $5.256

Buffet R 13 Greenline Nickel ! 200  cashback until 31.12.2017 $4.286 $4.636 $4.876 $5.256

Buffet R 13 wood or GL Silver ! 200  cashback until 31.12.2016 $4.749 $5.099 $5.339 $5.719

Buffet R 13 Greenline Silver ! 200  cashback until 31.12.2017 $4.749 $5.099 $5.339 $5.719

Buffet R13 Prestige $6.737 $7.087 $7.327 $7.707

Buffet Tradition Nickel-plated keys $4.934 $5.284 $5.524 $5.904

Buffet Tradition Silver-plated keys $5.144 $5.494 $5.734 $6.114

Buffet RC wood or Greenline $5.566 $5.916 $6.156 $6.536

Buffet Vintage $4.963 $5.313 $5.513 $5.913

Buffet Vintage left hand E-flat $5.163 $5.513 $5.713 $6.113

Buffet Festival wood or Greenline $5.292 $5.642 $5.882 $6.262

Buffet RC Prestige $7.063 $7.413 $7.653 $8.033

Buffet Devine $8.476 $8.826 $9.066 $9.446

Buffet Tosca wood or Greenline $7.849 $8.199 $8.439 $8.819

Buffet Elite $7.900 $8.250 $8.490 $8.870

Selmer-Protece $1.958 $2.258 $2.558 $2.858

Selmer-Paris Presence $3.791 $4.141 $4.381 $4.761

Selmer-Paris Presence with left Eb $3.991 $4.341 $4.581 $4.961

Selmer-Paris St.Louis $4.906 $5.256 $5.496 $5.876

Selmer-Paris Signature $5.006 $5.356 $5.596 $5.976

Selmer-Paris Recital $5.006 $5.356 $5.596 $5.976

Selmer-Paris Privilege $5.690 $6.040 $6.280 $6.660

Advantadges:

Buffet E 11 from 800 n.a. n.a.

Buffet E 13 /Prologue/ Leblanc from 1.400 1.600 n.a.

Buffet Selmer from 1.800 2.100 n.a.

Buffet R13 / RC from 1.800 2.100 2.500

Buffet Festival, Vintage,Prestige from 2.800 3.100 3.500

Buffet Tosca - Devine- from 4.500 4.800 5.200

Buffet Elite from 6.000 6.000 6.400

Some instruments have brand new bodies or a completely redone bore-they play like new!

L&P used  A & Bb clarinets
We carry always a large selection of used , preowned and demo clarinets.  

They are always overhauled and come with 3 years warranty. 

Many instruments have been completely silverplated and refurbished.They are close to new

3 Years full L&P warranty



Harmony, high and special clarinets n.a.=not available

Ab-Clarinet(Piccolo) Standard LP-Pro LP-Studio LP -Soloist

Prof.-Orsi $4.301 $4.701 n.a. n.a.

Eb-Clarinet
Buffet-E-11 $2.429 $2.729 n.a. n.a.

Buffet RC $5.412 $5.812 n.a. n.a.

Buffet R 13 wood or greenline $5.243 $5.613 n.a. n.a.

Buffet RC-Prestige wood or greenline $6.830 $7.230 n.a. n.a.

Buffet Tosca $7.879 $8.179 $8.379 n.a.

Patricola Grenadill wood $3.295 $3.595 $3.795 n.a.

Patricola Rosewood $3.295 $3.595 $3.795 n.a.

Selmer-Paris- Recitel $5.822 $6.079 $6.379 n.a.

G-Clarinet
Hammerschmidt-Grenadilla Albert System $2.950 $2.950 $3.630 n.a.

Kohr-Tyrkisch-Metal Albert System $1.890 $1.890 $2.570 n.a.

C-clarinet
Buffet E 11 $2.429 $2.629 $2.879 n.a.

Buffet RC Prestige $7.570 $7.970 $8.220 $8.520

D-clarinet
Buffet used from $3.449 n.a. n.a.

Buffet RC Prestige $9.282 $9.682 n.a. n.a.

MozartIBasset clarinet
Buffet Prestige $8.989 $9.589 $9.989 $10.389

Buffet Prestige -withleft hand LP low C mechanism $9.289 $9.889 $10.289 $10.689

Buffet Prestige -withleft hand LP low C mechanism demo from $6.200 $6.700 $7.100

Alto clarinet
Buffet Prestige $12.627 $13.427 $13.827 $14.227

Vito-overhauled better than new

Noblet-overhauled ,silverplater better than new

Leblanc-overhauled ,silverplater better than new

Primera-Plastic body $2.555 $2.755 n.a. n.a.

Selmer Paris-overhauled ,silverplater better than new $8.828 $9.828 $10.228 $10.528

3 Years full L&P warranty

price on demand

price on demand

price on demand



Basset horn
LP-Pro LP-Studio LP -Soloist

Buffet Prestige $15.202 $15.992 $16.842 $17.242

Buffet Prestige used $9.800 $10.580 $11.179 $11.779

Buffet Prestige used from 70th n.a. $7.500 n.a. n.a.

Leblanc-used large bore, overhauled  from n.a. $6.930 $7.530 n.a.

Selmer-used small bore, overhauled from $6.930 $7.530 n.a.

Selmer-Paris-small bore $11.328 $12.128 $12.528 $13.028

Bass-Clarinet to low Eb
Buffet Student 1180 $5.915 $6.515 $7.015 $7.415

Buffet Student 1180 used overhauled n.a. $4.200 $4.700 $5.100

Buffet Prestige $10.423 $11.023 $11.523 $11.923

Buffet Prestige Greenline $10.423 $11.023 $11.523 $11.923

Leblanc Used overhauled, silverplated from $4.500 $5.000 $5.900

Div Plastic Used overhauled, silverplated from $2.700 $3.200 $4.100

Primera Used overhauled, silverplated from $2.400 $2.900 n.a.

Noblet Used overhauled, silverplated from $2.600 $3.100 n.a.

Bundy - Selmer plastic or Vito used overhauled from $1.400 $1.900 n.a.

Bundy - Selmer plastic or Vito used overhauled from $2.200 $2.700 n.a.

Selmer-Paris Privilege - Low E-flat $9.075 $10.075 $10.475 $10.875

Selmer-Paris Used overhauled, silverplated from $5.000 $5.800 $6.400

Bass-Clarinet to low C
Primera  $2.000 n.a. $4.000 n.a.

Uebel  $7.100 $8.100 $8.900 $9.500

Leblanc  wooden bass silverplated likenew from n.a. $6.000 $6.800 $7.400

Buffet Prestige - wood  Prestige - wood $13.187 $13.987 $14.687 $15.187

Buffet Tosca Tosca $13.188 $13.988 $14.688 $15.188

Buffet Prestige Preowned from Prestige Preowned from n.a. $9.400 $9.900 $10.300

Buffet Used silverplated overhauled from n.a. $6.900 $7.500 $7.900

Selmer-Paris Used  overh. From $8.000 $8.000 $8.800 $9.400

Selmer-Paris Privilege Bass low C Privilege Bass low C $11.252 $13.152 $14.152 $14.752

Selmer & L&P cooperation Privilege Bass with black chrome plateing 

and extraordinary LP resonance treatment

n.a. n.a. $16.952 $17.652

Contra Alto
Buffet Eb contra alt in Grenadill $20.044 $18.364 $19.364 $20.364

leblanc Vito kunststoff body used n.a. $2.800 $3.200 n.a.

Selmer-Paris Eb contra alt in Rosewood $13.678 $14.678 $15.678 $16.686

Selmer-Paris Used Rosewood overhauled, silverplated n.a. n.a. $9.900 n.a.

Leblanc  Metal  streight form used ,overhauled n.a. $7.200 $8.200 n.a.

3 Years full L&P warranty



Leblanc  Metal  Paperclip  ,overhauled n.a. $7.900 $8.900 n.a.

Contra Bass 
Leblanc  Metal  streight form used ,overhauled n.a. $7.200 n.a.

Selmer Rosewood $27.500 $29.200 $29.800 $31.100

Bassoons by W.Schreiber & Söhne Germany

S16 C Performance Bassoon (Standard-reach) $9.731
S31 C Professional Bassoon $11.286
S91 C Professional Bassoon $23.749
CC Professional Contrabassoon w/range to low Bb $32.213
CC Professional Contrabassoon w/range to low A $37.904

Oboes by Buffet Crampon
$3.912

$8.663

$8.663

$9.493

$10.676

Additional left hand Eb lever for clarinet $650
Low E and F resonance mechanism

Alternated C# / F# mechanism

LP metal tenon joint for clarinet $320
LP metal tenon joint for basset horn $480
LP metal tenon joint for bass clarinet $490
Resonance treatment $250
Bb resonance mechanism

Small hand alteration $650
Full plateau altereation $2.050

Repairs - overhauls LP Pro LP-Studio LP-Soloist Silverpla.

Student plasic  clarinet $280 $380 n.a. $190
Eb clarinet from $790 $990 n.a. $480
B/A clarinet from $750 $950 $1.350 $480
Basset clarinet from $1.250 $620
Alto clarinet from $1.600 $750
Basset horn  from $1.800 $800
Bassclarinet to low Eb from $1.600 $620
Bassclarinet to Low C-  Contra Alto clarinet - Contra bass $2.200 $2.900 $770

Call for pricing

call for pricing

Call for pricing

All bassoons have at least 9 yr. old Alpine Maple body, Luracast lining in wing and boot joint, silver plated keys, 

high E key, two hand-hammered silver plated bocals

Customization options:

BC4713-2-0 Professional English Horn-Key of F, GT and cork pads, full conservatory system, 3rd 

BC4052-2-0 C Oboe-Key of C, full conservatory system, Eb/E trill key, low Bb, silver plated keys, 

BC3613-2-0  Prestige C Professional Oboe-Unstained African Black Wood-Key of C, Full 

BC3613G-2-0 Prestige C GL Professional Oboe- Greenline corpus,prevents it from cracking-- Key of 

BC3663G-2-0 Orfeo C GL Professional Oboe -Key of C, GL Material, French conservatory system, all 


